
NARSS VIRTUAL 

LAB EXPERIENCE



OVERVIEW

A multiplayer interactive e-learning experience that educates the 

youngsters on:

Remote sensing and Space Sciences

Using the latest technologies in Augmented Reality (AR) and Virtual 

Reality (VR) 



OVERVIEW

Players will be able to experience three main stages with multiple scenarios, and learn 

space sciences through out the fun adventure with the guidance of a 3D character guide, 

who will introduce them to: satellite types, remote sensing satellite parts, remote sensing 

satellite assembly, satellite launching, and the solar system.

SETTING

National Authority for Remote Sensing and Space 

Sciences (NARSS) virtual lab.

TARGET AUDIENCE

From 12 to 16 years



NARSS VIRTUAL LAB



THE JOURNEY



3D ANIMATION VIDEO

The experience starts with a story-telling 3D animation video of

the 3D guide character NARSSO and his friend ZIKA, where

they come from outer space to the Earth by accident after they

encounter technical problems with their spaceship and get lost in

space. They ask the players to help them fix their spaceship in

order to save their planet Kankan. The video presents these

challenges:

(1) Lack of resources threaten the Kankan planet

(2) NARSSO’s spaceship needing maintenance

(3) NARSSO and ZIKA both lost in Space.

These challenges engage the players to think about solutions for

NARSSO and prepare them to solve later challenges in the

upcoming stages of the Journey.

Step 1

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1uXqg6q4CXZGLxYzgoocJV5_2icO8XpCj/view?usp=sharing


KINECT (AR PHOTO BOOTH)

After highlighting the challenges in the 3D animation video,

NARSSO will prepare players for the next stage. He will

also explain the space suit’s specifications. NARSSO will

ask players to stand in position to wear their space

costumes and begin their onboarding phase.

Players will stand in front of an interactive screen, in the

calibrated Kinect area.

NARSSO will show up automatically on the interactive

screen to guide players.

NARSSO can capture photos with all the players wearing

the space suits automatically. The captured photos will be

shared with players, by printing them.

Step 2



MULTI-PLAYER VR EXPERIENCE

Once the players wear the VR headsets, they will be able to

select their avatars, and join the game.

The game features a first-person view, NARSSO and ZIKA will 

welcome the players together and introduce the objectives of 

the VR game.

In order to educate students and increase their knowledge; 

the VR game immerses the players in virtual environments 

such as NARSS space lab, launch observing room, satellite 

control room, image processing lab, and data analysis lab for 

learning purpose.

The educational content focuses on some main stages, 

related to the following topics:

• Satellite Types

• Satellite assembly

• Launch rocket takeoff

• Remote sensing technology

Step 3

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QRtNg-vTJ5w


AUGMENTED REALITY PUZZLES

REMOTE-SENSING TECHNOLOGY

“FIND THE MINERALS”

After the players succeed in finishing the

VR experience challenges through

learning the needed information and with

the guidance of the characters, another

3D animation video is displayed.

Then the players has to save planet

Kankan by finding the needed minerals.

To achieve the last mission, players

have to collect puzzle pieces that they

can scan using augmented reality to find

the minerals.

Step 4



CONCLUSION

Finally, a 3D animation video is

displayed to thank the players for saving

planet Kankan and wrap up the

information they had acquired.

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1W-q8aEK3-hUxpgfhDXdfFld2TqBVKTvy/view?usp=sharing


THANK YOU


